messy, grossly complicated, oversimplified, glossy lies. This is the fourth version and will be the final version. This is still an oversimplification but only for the sake of space.
iii 
CHAPTER II THIS COULD BE CHAPTER SEVEN OR WORKING DRAWINGS AND OTHER VISIBLE THINGS NOT NECESSARILY MEANT TO BE VIEWED AS ART?
1 I have become aware of my tendencies. My work seems to exist in series. A number of related or similar things, events, etc. are arranged in or occur in some kind of temporal, spatial, or other order. Each series seems to begin with a premise. The premise seems to be a basis, stated or assumed, on which reasoning proceeds or the series proceeds. Most premises seem to revolve around the loose theme of drawing and take the concept of drawing into consideration. Premises have included:
· boundary, something that indicates border(s) or limit(s),
· space, an area provided for a particular purpose, · architecture: the structure of anything, · sequence, the following of one thing after another (as opposed to series, or in association with series, or in response to series), · illusion, a perception that represents what is perceived in a way different from the way it is in reality, · allusion, a passing or casual reference or an incidental mention of something either directly or by implication, · delusion, a false belief or opinion, 1 
Working Drawings and Other Visible Things on Paper Not Necessarily Meant to be
Viewed as Art was a show at the Visual Arts Gallery, New York, in 1966. The curator was Mel Bochner. This show was a conceptual collaboration. It included work by Donald Judd, Robert Smithson, Eva Hesse, Sol LeWitt, Robert Mangold, John Cage, Dan Flavin, and others associated with the Minimalist camp. Also included were contributions from composers, mathematicians, choreographers, and engineers. The work was Xeroxed and then bound into four identical volumes that were then mounted on pedestals in the center of the gallery.
CHAPTER III PREFACE: THIS IS NOT MY FUNNY VALENTINE 2
There are certain elephants in the room that I have also specifically avoided talking about. I, with extreme reluctance have to finally admit that these have shaped my life. I realized the existence of these things and the necessity of defining them after a situation that went something like the following. I read an article about Étant donnés (appropriately titled My Funny Valentine: Étant donnés) and the recent retrospective of Duchamp's work at the Philadelphia Museum of Art. The article was published in the January 2010 issue of Artforum. I was so upset by the article that I started the first version of my attempt of a thesis with a three page review of the article in which I explained in detail how badly written it was, how narrow minded and subjective the author was, how incorrect the facts were, how terrible the title was, etc.
I wrote these three pages, a couple days passed, I cooled down a little and then I realized that my own response to the article was as subjective and narrow minded and emotional as the response of the author of this article to Étant donnés, the exhibition situated around the piece, as well as the entire spectrum of Duchamp's work and I consequently recognized that the reasons for my anger, frustration, annoyance, and disdain were directly related to the idea of emotion and neither the author nor the article. Duchamp's work is that its basis is desire; however, her presumption that Étant donnés equals the merger of three love affairs both physically and ideologically is presented in a way that disregards all traces of rationality in the implication that emotion was a factor in Duchamp's work. The thought of emotion -including its existence and its expressionmakes me feel physically ill. I have spent the better part of my life evading the thing altogether and suddenly realized that I was capable of having an emotional response which meant that I must have emotions and must somehow express them (but not that well). I hated this article so much and hated myself all the more for hating it so much because I finally had to acknowledge that I saw emotion as a trivial human sensation. My own outlook is that as a factor in an artist's making work, if emotion is a factor then the work is possibly more approachable to a wider audience but the work is less interesting and less complex, especially if emotion is the only consideration in making work. The resulting work, spawned from emotion, is maybe not art but therapy. If emotion is a factor then the work is inevitably sentimental, personal, un-critique-able, superficial, onedimensional, and probably feminine.
In reality, I think that the reason the word emotion (in all its forms) makes me nauseous is because I have been taught that it should make my nauseous and that fact upsets me the most. The elephants in the room, the truths that I need to confess to are (in no particular order):
1. I have spent the last three years being homesick, missing concrete and asphalt, shiny foreign cars, the Southern California freeway system, and built-in swimming pools. and from day to day and situation to situation. The words used to form these dictionary definitions are signs composed of symbols that are meant to serve, in combination, as a universal communication system. The symbol is either the actual word (a signifier) used to attach a name to a signified, the sound of the word used to name, or the aesthetic appearance of the written name (or word) on a page. Each use of a symbol is a different circumstance that attempts to attach a definition (a meaning) to the identity of each thing.
A symbol is something that stands for something else, something concrete that represents another thing that cannot in itself be pictured, especially representing something that is abstract. A sign is a gesture expressing a command, wish, or thought. It is a symbol that expresses the existence of something else that is not immediately apparent. 
CHAPTER IV ONE: GIVEN
My work is not about Minimalism, Post-Minimalism, Duchamp, Warhol, or any other disguise it seems to hide in at some point or other in time. My work is informed by each of these things in some way and I think it is important to talk about these relationships in conjunction to myself and to my work.
The first relationship is to Minimalism. I like the work of the Minimalists but also recognize the failure of Minimalism. What defined Minimalist work was a stripping down of the work to what was considered to be its essence, the gestalt. Drawing or sculpture was not assumed to be drawing or sculpture anymore but instead each was presumed to be an object (again, presumed to be an art object) transformed into a thing (an entity) stripped of all metaphorical aspects. To reach the moment of the gestalt, the whole of the object must amount to the sum of its parts. Why Minimalism was only a moment is because the attempt of the Minimalists to strip the image (painting) and the object (sculpture) down to the essence, the gestalt, of each was a complete failure. Let me retract. Minimalism was a success because the gestalt of the art object was reached but it was simultaneously a failure in the sense that the gestalt of the art object was reached.
Reaching the gestalt was equivalent to the absolute end (i.e. failure) because the resulting situation was the potential end of the art object and/or the end of an art making practice.
What happened next, after attaining the gestalt, was obviously that the fact that a set of artists had reached the point of the gestalt was recognized and then an either/or condition. There is no such thing as the gestalt of the gestalt so either nothing more could happen -nothing else had to be made, needed to be made, could be made because this was seen as the end -or the gestalt was taken as an opportunity for the reconstruction of meaning. In the latter case, the gestalt was deemed a premise, a what if?, which served as the basis for another set of premises that could destroy the gestalt, build on it, reconstruct it, deconstruct it, decorate it, question it, etc.
The second relationship is to Duchamp, especially in that he abandoned painting to play chess and make work that maybe was not art (but then again maybe was art).
Duchamp was born the same year the safety bicycle was invented and Duchamp died in Both were a reaction to the emotion of Abstract Expressionism and specifically to the intent of Abstract Expressionism to create work as a visual mirror of the artist's psyche in order to lead the viewer of the work to a higher consciousness. Pop was also a reaction to the machismo of Abstract Expressionism. In being macho, Abstract Expressionism was a success and in reaching a higher consciousness, Abstract Expressionism failed. The attempt of Pop was to be approachable, non-macho, and to not evoke an emotional response since grounded in popular culture. In these respects, Pop also failed.
These are the few things I do know how to talk about (meaning Minimalism, Warhol, Duchamp). Relative to these and myself is also the readymade so I will latch onto the topic of the readymade and attempt to use the character of the readymade to also describe the theory of the infra-thin, a conceptual entity coined by Duchamp which is neither a noun nor a verb but an adjective and is based in the realm of the senses.
My hope (intent in discussing the readymade and the infra-thin) is to: opposed to entities that can be defined through language, e.) and finally I will leave this thesis at that (d.).
CHAPTER V TWO: THIS IS THE SCIENCE OF SLEEP 4
To begin a conversation about the readymade, I will first define the readymade as an anonymous, neutral object that is taken at face value as "work of art".
5 It exists as a neutral object because of an artist's deeming it art and so its identity is not utilitarian or commodity or functionless but instead the object resides as this exclusive entity whose identity equals art object. It is seen out of the corner of the viewer's eye, recognized as this anonymous thing that equals art object, and is then forgotten about. It is only recollected by memory as readymade as opposed to the object that it might resemble.
Duchamp's readymades can be lumped in several categories such as what follows (these are very broad and probably need to be subdivided and also some categories overlap).
The development of the Duchamp readymade is something like the following list:
Item. The readymade began as an object, pulled from its original context. Originally the readymade was physical (actually existed and was touchable) but then transformed into something with the option of also being imaginary (and/or liminal).
Action:
The readymade became an act, a means of (or result of) choosing and inscribing.
These are either kinetic (move or at the very least imply movement) or are stationary. 4 Michel Gondry wrote and directed the film The Science of Sleep. The main character of the film is Stéphane. He is imaginative and he is in his twenties. The premise of the film goes something like Stéphane has vivid dreams that often interfere with his ability to interact with reality. And, this is so much the case that often he cannot tell dreams from reality. 5 Originally and specifically suits (but clothing in general) were sown by tailors and in the era of Duchamp clothes started to be available already made. The term coined, used to define clothes to buy that were already made, was readymade. The word (or a variation of the word) readymade began to appear on the windows of tailor's shops and this is possibly where Duchamp found the term, especially in moving from France to New York during the time when it began to be possible, as well as popular, to buy clothes already made.
Notion:
The readymade developed into a mental object; first as a game with rules, second as an optical illusion, and third by returning to the figure but by presenting the figure as commodified "self". These (or this manifestation) can also be liminal.
The original readymades (the original objects deemed readymades by Duchamp)
were later recreated by Arturo Schwarz in the 1960s and reproduced in multiples, in editions. Most of the original Duchampian readymades were either lost or discarded, mistaken for trash as opposed to identified as art objects. I enjoy the originals, as I know them from photographs. The reproductions are copies of objects that look similar to the originals, but most of the reproductions have a marshmallow quality, bubbly or cartoonish. Original, replica, photograph of either original or replica, the original readymade is not the original object and it is not the reproduced object. Instead, the readymade is · the idea of deeming an ordinary thing an art object and · it is the idea of the entire oeuvre of all objects that are called by the name of that object standing as spokesperson for that object and · it is the reality that one specific object acts as art object yet all others that resemble it are not treated as art objects but could potentially be treated as art objects or else could instead be mistaken for either art objects or utilitarian objects. Parallel synchronized randomness is the term used in the film The Science of Sleep to describe the phenomena of the similitude of dreams and reality. 7 Erotic Objects is the designation or category name given to these objects. The title, or group title, is not mine. The objects are deemed erotic because of sexual references due to their physical appearances, not because they are meant to arouse the viewer either by appearance or by usage -although they might, inadvertently. I do not intend to dismiss the sexual implications of the Erotic Objects and only talk about them formally. I also do not intend to imply that either there is no likelihood that someone could be aroused by these objects and, then the reverse, that someone could possibly be aroused by these objects and that a reaction of sexual arousal because of these objects is completely silly. This group of objects is blatantly sexy and this is why I have chosen to speak about them.
making Étant donnés, all except Wedge of Chastity but it fits with the group. It is associated with the group first because of sexual connotations due to its physical appearance, its shape plus the sensuality of the materials used to make it (bronze and bubble gum pink dental plastic), second because it was also made in secret (simultaneously with Étant donnés), and third because it was also originally created in the process of casting something else. It is a castoff like the other Erotic Objects but not a castoff leaf toys with the potential reversibility of mold and cast also. This object could either be a mold to make castings that would reveal a female's private parts or else an object that could be used to conceal the same private parts.
The Erotic Objects, collectively, characterize a shift from the original readymades. Let me backtrack a little. The Erotic Objects are physically different in that they are not recognizable objects. The original readymades, the objects (as opposed to the text pieces, or linguistic readymades, or readymades that never really existed, or the readymades like the Woolworth Building that are large and not own-able), were mass produced commodity objects. They were normal everyday objects selected, altered, and/or recontextualized. The Erotic Objects are the same as the original readymades in that they are tangible objects. Both are abstract physically, but the originals less abstract because we associate their forms with recognizable objects with a utilitarian purpose. The
Erotic Objects are also familiar, but in a different way than the original readymades like the Bottlerack, since they are phallic or vaginal or at the very basic level bodily.
I understand the commercial objects and the Erotic Objects are the same thing, both are readymades. However, the commodity objects exist as first generation readymades while the Schwarz editions exist as second, third (, fourth, etc.) generation readymades (valid reproductions of the originals). The Erotic Objects, the originals, were first generation readymades at some point also but their conception occurred in the process of casting another object, the figure of Étant donnés. So, as opposed to the origin(s) of the original readymades, the Erotic Objects started their lives as second and third generation readymades but then their development, the fact that they were reproduced in multiples, was treated the same as the other readymades. figure, ) move parallel to one another at a diagonal across the picture plane and consequently are stretched like elastic. Mathematically, objects slip into the fourth-dimension via a hinge. The 4D axis is perpendicular to the 3D axis. When a three-dimensional object is rotated over a two-dimensional axis, a hinge, it enters the 4D. In the fourth-dimension the 3D is inverted (turned inside out) but remains parallel to its three-dimensional counterpart(s). 9 The photograph referenced is included as an illustration in David Joselit's book Infinite Regress: Marcel Duchamp 1910 -1941 . b. trip on it and want to move it; c. notice it, not trip on it, and want to move it;
d. notice it, not trip on it, and step over it;
e. trip on it, want to move it, and not be able to move it; f. notice it, not trip on it, want to move it, and not be able to move it.
Trebuchet is too close to life to be considered art. Its form, no matter in what configuration, is so familiar as COATRACK that it can only be read as a utilitarian object.
Trebuchet is too far away from art to be considered art. When placed on the wall it is functional and utilitarian, a place to hang a coat, and when on the floor Trebuchet is topographical, but still a coatrack (just displaced). It is not a sculpture because it is not on a pedestal. Trebuchet is also too close to art to be considered art. It never reads as sculpture, although treated as an object, because it is too familiar and then never reads as painting either, although hung on the wall, because it is again too familiar. Instead, Trebuchet is always a trap. The readymade is always a trap.
CHAPTER VI "MADAM, I'M ADAM", OR PALINDROMES, AND PEANUT BUTTER
The infra-thin, infrathin, infra thin or else inframince, infra-mince, infra mince is all the same thing. Duchamp coined the term and wrote the word differently in different situations (in different sets of notes) but all versions have the same definition. For the sake of my own fondness of spelling and punctuation, I will use the spelling infra-thin.
There is not a large amount of writing devoted specifically to the theory of the infra-thin but Duchamp, both in his notes and in interviews, consistently hints at difference and difference/inframince, obvious rhyme. The most blatant example of Duchamp speaking of the infra-thin appears on the back cover of View, 5, no. 1 (March 1945) . On the front cover of this issue of the magazine is an image of a puff of smoke. Mince equals thin in French. Infra-thin is always an adjective and never a noun. A noun is a thing (person, place, object, idea, something physical and something tangible) whereas an adjective describes a noun or pronoun. Duchamp, although he coined the term, did his best to not attach a verbal definition to it but instead found it more rational to describe (or define) it through examples. I previously touched on the disconnect between words and experience and the difficulty (actually the often impossibility) of attaching a word (a sign) to something that does not want, does not need, or does not have an adequate modifier, especially in a particular language. I hesitate in describing the infra-thin by way of metaphor, one thing being like something else. Also, I am unwilling to define it by way of allegory, a symbolic representation, because the infra-thin bypasses allegory. Allegory uses words, the first downfall, and elicits a story with a potentially parable-like moral. I do not like parables.
The worst description of the infra-thin is with words because first, passage through the infra-thin does not occur with words and second, the infra-thin is found in the passage between senses. Words can be used to describe a situation that involves the infrathin but not to describe the passage that is the infra-thin. Or, words can be used to define the two bookends of the infra-thin (such as the cigarette and the smoke) but not the gap between the two.
What the infra-thin talks about, or flirts with, or is akin to is poetry. Poets use words in a different way than the average person uses words. This situation is similar to how a house painter uses paint versus the way a painter (the artist form) uses paint.
Words give an approximate translation of both the conscious and the concrete. The problem is that the same words are used to describe seeing and feeling (the concrete and the abstract, or the physical and the sensual, or the concrete and the sensual, or the abstract and the physical). Once, in an interview with Pierre Cabanne, Duchamp blurted out "everything is tautology, except black coffee because the senses are in control! The eyes see the black coffee, the senses are in control…" 11 What he hints at, maybe not so eloquently in this situation but all the more effectively since his statement is without a doubt laced with a certain amount of passion (and immediacy), is the difference between aesthetics and grammar. Aesthetics is not science. In science there is a premise, a theorem, and then the premise is tested and, in a perfect world, either found to be true or false. Tautology, in contrast, is a repetition of premises and grammar is tautology in that it is a set of rules for speaking or writing a specific language.
Although Duchamp said that everything except black coffee is tautology, I am suggesting that the infra-thin is also not tautology. The concept of the infra-thin eludes scientific definitions on purpose. Infra-thin is not grounded in the fourth-dimension because the fourth-dimension is the realm of math and science, which is often based on speculation, but instead the infra-thin is grounded in the realm of the third-dimension which is conceivable and able to be visualized with the eye or through touch or smell (etc.). The third-dimension is the realm of everyday senses and experiences. The theory of the infra-thin was initially conceived with the idea of (or was invented with the intent of) describing (and defining) a term that accounted for slight, wasted energies. If this were physics then it would be known as something like inertia, except that inertia is characterized as potential stored energy at rest and this is decidedly not physics but still energy is being emitted.
Duchamp chose an everyday word (or set of words) instead of a scientific sounding term so that the concept would not sound like something made in a laboratory or something qualified through scientific studies and experiments. Still, infra-thin exists like a mathematical cut, like a cut in the fabric of time. The infra-thin is not a thing in itself but instead reveals itself in phenomena by means of separations, separations that produce difference, and also immeasurable transitions between one thing and another. I have used the terms phenomenon and phenomena previously but now realize that both might be words that carry too much romantic baggage. Infra-thin was invented to name slight, wasted energies but soon it became more important in that the idea developed as a concept to talk about paradoxes in the everyday world. A paradox is something absurd and a phenomenon is something marvelous. I enjoy the idea of a paradox more than that of a phenomenon simply because an absurdity is not definable whereas something marvelous elicits a kind of explanation, maybe even scientific. What I am discussing is decidedly not science but in some instances I need science because sometimes I need a concrete answer (or at the very least an explanation that has some sort of tangible grounding in the physical world).
The infra-thin exists between the senses but it is not a sense (and also is not the conglomeration of all senses, in general, in themselves) because a sense is a thing and a thing is a noun. It might be a good time to define sense and distinguish between sense, sensor, and sensory. To sense, the verb, means to detect automatically. We perceive by our senses. The senses are the means that a person obtains information about the physical world. Human senses (this is the noun form of the word) include sight, sound, smell, touch, taste. A sensor is a device that responds to a physical stimulus. Sensory relates to sensation and the sense organs. The term sense, suggests a form of intelligence that is not learned but intuitive. Duchamp's examples begin with a sense, or a set of senses, and then suggest the slight, wasted energies that occur between the set of senses or occur as a that it leaves an imprint. We remember things but not exactly; however, we think we still remember things as we originally saw them. There are certain types of memory, such as déjà vu. In contrast to memory, déjà vu is a feeling, something that happens before or after the fact. Déjà vu could be a dream and the experience it recollects (or thinks it recollects) could possibly never have occurred. Memory covers a wide range of incidences from realizations of difference between what are thought to be identical, like between the actual experience and the recollection of the same experience. Inevitably, memory accounts for innumerable conglomerations of homogeneous or, at the very least, unbelievably generic generalizations. Fortunately, because of the reality of the personality of memory one can blame memory for more than seems logical. When differences are so minute, differences are lost to memory. 
